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Inactive è Off – a New Safety Switch for the Paternoster
_______________________________________________________________________

In response to the BSAFE rule regarding Paternoster keys left in the
machine, we have developed a new automatic “inactive è off” safety
switch that can be easily fitted. We have trialled it in the Scoresby store
and it works well.
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To use the machine:
1. Insert the key,
2. Turn to on,
3. Turn to off,
4. Straight away remove the key and put it back in your pocket.
5. Machine is now ON as indicated by the blue light, and can be
operated by pushing the UP or DOWN buttons.
6. Pushing the UP or DOWN buttons anytime while blue light is
on, resets the inactivity switch.
7. After 30 seconds of inactivity, the machine will automatically
turn off.

Important Benefit - There is no need to leave a key in the machine
whilst serving a customer.

We supply a kit, with:
• Timer
• Indicating light
• Additional contact blocks for existing UP/Down switches
• Wiring instructions together with photos
The cost of each kit is $299 plus GST. You will need to have it
installed by your store electrician. We expect this to take about 90
minutes to 2 hours depending on their skill and experience. We can
also arrange installation if you prefer.
The electrician needs to supply 2 cable glands and about 1.5 m of 3
core electric control cable.
We believe this will make machine operation safer - no risk of leaving
the key in the machine unattended.
No lost sales because team members are reluctant to risk leaving key in
the machine.

To proceed, please fax a purchase order to 03-0569-9877.
We look forward to being of assistance. Any questions? Call me on
0418 991 060
Best regards
Bill Swindon
Commercial Manager

